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“You….”
Tong Shan stared at Yue Feng closely, his face was full of astonishment, and there was
a burst of pain in his body, and he almost fainted…
Strong, too strong.
At this time, Tong Shan could clearly feel that the strength of Yue Feng in front of him
was like a vast ocean, unfathomable.
At the same time, not far away, Liu Yulei was also trembling, looking at Yue Feng in
horror, unable to say a word, what a terrifying power to be able to slap Tong Shan out.
For a while, the small courtyard was silent, even if a needle was dropped, it could be
heard clearly.
call!
Yue Feng looked indifferent, didn’t look at the two of them, patted the dust on his body,
and then turned around and walked out of the small courtyard.
Now that the sunflower competition has started, it’s time to dive into the secret realm.
gone?
Seeing Yue Feng leave, Tong Shan and Liu Yulei looked at each other with complicated
expressions.
As an ordinary person, this person is lurking in the Mingyuemen, and there must be a
secret… The
next second, Tong Shan is the first to react: “Quick, open the acupuncture point.” After
speaking, he motivated his strength and tried Focus on opening the hole.
Um!
Liu Yulei responded and hurriedly used her power.
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What surprised them was that Yue Feng’s acupuncture technique was very unique. The
two tried several times, but to no avail, they were still unable to move.

You must know that the cultivation method of the Kyushu Continent is completely
different from that of the Tianxin Continent, and Yue Feng’s acupuncture technique is
unique, and the two of them naturally cannot solve it.
…..
the other side.
Yue Feng walked out of the small courtyard and quietly entered the forbidden area of
the back mountain.
Because today is the sunflower competition, it is of great significance. In order to
prevent outsiders from breaking in, the entire Mingyue Gate has been strengthened and
patrols have been strengthened. In this case, the interior of the main altar is empty.
Therefore, Yue Feng hardly encountered any patrolling disciples on his way to the
forbidden area in the back mountain. It was smooth and unobstructed.
call!
When approaching the entrance to the secret realm, Yue Feng was stunned when he
saw the scene in front of him, and took a deep breath.
I saw that the entrance to the secret realm was full of disciples, and there were
thousands of people densely packed. Except for those who patrolled the periphery,
almost all the disciples gathered here.
Among these disciples, some were very excited, while others were frowning, unable to
hide their anxiety and complexity.
The eyes of all the disciples were fixed on the entrance of the secret realm, waiting for
the result of the competition.
Nima, this is not easy to handle…
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng frowned secretly, so many people staring at the
entrance, even a fly can’t fly in, let alone a person?
If you want to enter quietly without being discovered, I am afraid it is a bit difficult.
To be honest, with Yue Feng’s strength, it was easy to forcibly break in, but he still held
back, because he didn’t know the situation in the secret realm, so he couldn’t easily
reveal his identity.
How can we think of a way to divert the attention of these disciples?

For a time, Yue Feng’s mind quickly turned, but after thinking for a while, there was no
suitable solution. Finally, he saw that there was an attic more than ten meters away
from the entrance, and his eyes suddenly lit up.
Got it!
At this moment, Yue Feng immediately thought of Tong Shan and Liu Yulei. These two
are more hateful than the other. It is better to use them to divert the attention of these
disciples.
After making up his mind, Yue Feng returned to the courtyard without hesitation.
……
At this time, in the small courtyard.
“Senior brother…”
Liu Yulei was so anxious that she tried unsuccessfully to acupoint acupoints a few times
and couldn’t help but said, “This person’s acupuncture technique is a bit weird, I can’t
solve it. What about you?
” Hong, embarrassed that she couldn’t tell at the time, hesitantly said: “Junior sister,
don’t worry, I…I’m trying to solve…I’m trying to solve…” Nima, I have been
embarrassed in front of my junior sister several times in the past two days, no, this time
Gotta get some face back.
The voice fell, and Tong Shan forced the strength of his body again, ready to rush
through the acupoints.
“Haha!”
At this moment, Yue Feng’s mocking voice came from the door.
“You two don’t have to waste your time. My method of acupuncture is very special. You
can’t solve it in your life.”
When he said this, Yue Feng walked in slowly, his expression was indifferent, but there
was a bit of mockery in his eyes. teasing.
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“You!”
Seeing him leaving and returning, Liu Yulei’s delicate body could not stop trembling,
and she said in alarm, “Who are you? What is your purpose lurking in our Mingyuemen?

“
At the same time, Tong Shan also locked on Yue Feng tightly, his eyes filled with
resentment and resentment.
Yue Feng smiled lightly: “Is your memory so bad? I said it before, I just came here to
recover from my injuries, and you have been having trouble with me.”
With that, Yue Feng walked over slowly and hugged Liu Yulei by the waist. Then he
went to Tong Shan again, grabbed his collar and lifted him up.
“You…”
Now Liu Yulei panicked completely, her voice trembling: “What are you going to do?”
At the same time, Tong Shan also called out: “Let me tell you, if there is something
wrong between the two of us, Mingyue The door will not let you go.”
In his heart, although Yue Feng is powerful, it is impossible to compete with the entire
Mingyuemen.
Hehe… Seeing how nervous they were, Yue Feng
chuckled and said slowly, “Don’t panic, I won’t kill you. As for what to do, you will find
out later.”
Seal the dumb holes of the two and take them to the forbidden area in the back
mountain. The thousands of disciples gathered at the entrance were all focused on the
entrance, and they didn’t find the three Yue Feng at all.
Soon, Yue Feng led the two into the pavilion.
On the second floor, Yue Feng threw the two of them on the floor, took out an elixir from
his body, and squeezed Tong Shan’s mouth into it.
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clap clap!
After stuffing the medicinal pills, Yue Feng raised his hand to untie the dummy points of
the two.
Gudong….
Yue Feng’s speed was very fast, and Tong Shan couldn’t react at all. At that time, he
shook his neck and swallowed the medicine pill directly.

“You…”
At this time, Tong Shan was inexplicably frightened, and asked Yue Feng, “What did
you give me to eat?”
Liu Yulei, who was next to him, also looked closely at Yue Feng, unspeakably uneasy. ,
This person is not only powerful, but also unpredictable in his actions.
This person is the most terrifying.
call!
Facing Tong Shan’s question, Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, did not answer, but
said with a smile: “I am the beauty of an adult, I could tell yesterday that you like this Liu
Yulei very much, so I will give you a good performance now. I have an important
opportunity.”
“Wait, I have to do well. I have something important to do, so I will go first.” After the
last word fell, Yue Feng smiled and went downstairs quickly.
What Yue Feng gave him was ‘Xixin Pill’, as the name implies, after taking it, he would
lose his mind and do all kinds of crazy things.
This elixir was refined by Yue Feng when he was bored. He has been slack and has
never used it on anyone. At this time, he wanted to use the two of Tong Shan to attract
the attention of the disciples outside, so he decided to take it for him.
Haha…
Soon, Yue Feng walked out of the pavilion and found a hidden place nearby to hide with
a smile on his face.
The show is about to begin.
At this moment, in the pavilion.
Tong Shan watched Yue Feng leave, feeling inexplicably nervous.
Especially Tong Shan, thinking about what Yue Feng said before he left, he has a very
bad premonition in his heart.
He said he wanted me to perform?
But… what is the relationship between performance and taking pills?

At the same time, Liu Yulei looked at Tong Shan closely, feeling unspeakably uneasy.
A few seconds later, Liu Yulei calmed down and said cautiously, “Senior brother, you
took the medicinal pill, is there anything wrong?” From Yue Feng’s expression just now,
Liu Yulei realized that what he was giving Tong Shan was not poison. But it’s more
terrifying than poison.
call!
Tong Shan took a deep breath, forcibly calmed down, and comforted him: “Junior sister,
don’t panic, I’m fine, that kid must be frightening us, I…”
Just halfway through, Tong Shan’s head suddenly buzzed, his face flushed red , his
eyes became strange.
Yes, it was the heart-wrenching pill that happened.
what happened? Seeing
the change in Tong Shan’s face, Liu Yulei realized that something was wrong, and
quickly said: “Senior brother, your face looks so scary, you… What’s wrong with you?”
It was red and looked very scary.
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“Junior sister…” In the
next second, Tong Shan’s heart-breaking pill broke out completely, and the whole
person became extremely crazy, staring at Liu Yulei, and shouted in awe: “Junior sister,
you are so beautiful, I… I really like you so much…”
When he said this, Tong Shan’s expression was frantic, as if he had been hit by evil.
Swish!
Seeing him like this, Liu Yulei was quite frightened, and at the same time her face
flushed instantly because of his words.
Of course, she knew that Tong Shan had always liked her, but… it was too
embarrassing to say this now. More importantly, outside the attic, all the disciples of the
main altar were gathered there. It would be embarrassing to be heard.
Thinking to herself, Liu Yulei said to Tong Shan, “Senior brother, stay awake, don’t…
don’t talk nonsense.”

However, at this time, Tong Shan had lost his mind and completely forgot where he
was, staring obsessively. Looking at Liu Yulei, he continued to shout, “Good junior
sister, do you know that when I first saw you, I wanted you to be my woman…”
“You know, I saw you yesterday without any cover up. It looks like my blood is boiling, I
wanted to spend the night with you so much…”
Seeing that he said more and more explicit, Liu Yulei was both shy and angry:
“You…you are crazy, hurry up. Shut up.”
While speaking, Liu Yulei wanted to get up and leave, but the dumb acupuncture point
was not unlocked, but the acupoints on her body were not unlocked, so she couldn’t
move at all.
Tong Shan lost his reason and became more and more crazy.
“Junior sister, be my woman, I want you to give me a son, a fat son…”
“As long as you are willing to be my woman, I will love you for the rest of my life. Let me
tell you, my master is determined to win this sunflower competition, and he will definitely
become the sect master at that time. After a hundred years, I will be the sect master,
and you will be the sect master. Madam…”
Tong Shan became more and more excited as he spoke, because of the effect of the
Heart Loss Pill, he told all his thoughts.
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Haha…
Hearing this, Yue Feng, who was hiding outside, couldn’t help laughing.
This Tongshan is quite ambitious, and actually wants to be the door owner.
Because Tong Shan’s voice was loud, all the disciples gathered at the entrance of the
secret realm couldn’t help but turn their eyes to the pavilion.
“Who’s inside? It’s so outrageous…” “You’re not too timid
, you dare to have a private meeting in a place like this?
” At this moment, hearing the footsteps coming from below, Liu Yulei wanted to cry but
had no tears. She wanted to die. She and Tong Shan were in such a hidden place, and
they said such blatant words. It was hard not to be misunderstood by others. what. At
this time, Tong Shan was still in a frenzy and continued to express his admiration for Liu
Yulei. Whoa! Soon, many disciples rushed to the second floor, and they were all

stunned when they saw the scene in front of them. This….is Senior Brother Tong Shan,
and Senior Sister Liu Yulei? Finally, a disciple reacted and asked Liu Yulei, “Senior
sister, you are…” At this time, Liu Yulei almost wanted to cry without tears: “He’s crazy,
take him down quickly. “…” It’s really embarrassing to be seen by so many people
today.
crazy?
Hearing this, everyone’s eyes converged on Tong Shan, only to see his face flushed
red, his eyes full of madness, and his mouth was chattering and saying unbearable
words.
Why is Tong Shan so mad?
A few seconds later, a disciple who had a holiday with Tong Shan couldn’t help but
scolded: “Tong Shan, you are very courageous, you dare to hold your classmate
hostage and say these bastards, hurry up and take him down.”
Whoops!
The words fell, and many disciples rushed up to Tongshan, and they were about to tie
him up.
However, at this moment, some disciples who had a good relationship with Tong Shan
immediately came out to stop him and shouted.
“You guys are crazy, Senior Brother Tong Shan looks like he was framed by others.
What are you doing?” “Just… do
you want to cause infighting in the same family?
“
Come, because the sect master was trapped in a secret realm, his life and death were
unknown, and the nine elders fought openly and secretly, resulting in the following
disciples, also divided into several factions, often fighting endlessly.
At this time, Tong Shan, who lost his mind, became the fuse of the contradiction.
“Tong Shan violated the rules and should be arrested and interrogated severely. What
are you doing? Do you want to protect him?”
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“Go to Nima, if you want to find something, just say it straight, don’t talk too much.”

“Okay, then no nonsense, let’s fight..”
Soon, the two sides became more and more stalemate, and in the end they fought and
fought each other fiercely. stand up.
Bang bang bang…
For a while, the sound of fighting and yelling was incessant, and the entire pavilion was
in chaos. In the beginning, only two groups of disciples fought each other, but in the
end, all the disciples gathered at the entrance were also attracted, and a large-scale
melee gradually formed.
Haha….
Listening to the sound of fighting, Yue Feng was in a good mood, and when people
were not paying attention, he rushed into the secret realm.
……
On the other side, Kyushu mainland.
Nalan happily followed Lu Dongbin, and after traveling for a few days, they returned to
the Shengzong Mountain Gate together.
call!
At this time, Nalan stood at the foot of the mountain gate happily, looking at the building
complex hidden in the clouds and mist on the top of the mountain, his delicate face was
very calm.
It seems to be a good choice to live in this blessed land for a lifetime.
“Let’s go!” Lu Dongbin greeted and slowly walked up the mountain road.
Nalan readily responded and quickly followed.
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When I arrived at the Shanmen Square, I saw the people of the Holy Sect, already
waiting there, all with respectful expressions.
“Congratulations to the real person to return to the mountain.”
Everyone said in unison, and at the same time, each and everyone looked at Nalan
Xinran curiously.

Zhenren has always been alone, why did he come back with a woman this time?
Moreover, this woman is so beautiful, like a fairy descending to earth.
Seeing everyone’s eyes, Nalan’s face turned slightly red, a little embarrassed.
“Haha…”
This is, Lu Dongbin smiled slightly, looked around the audience and said: “Don’t guess,
she is my new apprentice, Nalan is happy, and will stay in the Holy Sect in the future,
you have to take care of her. “
Yes, the real person!” The
voice fell, and everyone present nodded in agreement. At the same time, looking at
Nalan Xinran’s eyes, they are also extremely respectful and polite. You must know that
Lu Dongbin’s position in the Holy Sect is detached, and his disciples are naturally
extraordinary.
At this time, Nalan happily took a step forward and saluted at the crowd: “Nalan is
pleased to meet all of you.”
Everyone quickly returned the salute.
“Haha…”
At this moment, there was a burst of laughter from the bottom of the mountain, and
then, two figures came quickly, and the speed was rare in the world.
Swish!
Seeing this scene, the expressions of everyone present changed, and they urged their
figures to surround them, and they shouted angrily.
“Stop…”
“Who dares to trespass into the Sacred Sect?”
“Will you be captured quickly?”
The Sacred Sect is a famous Taoist sect in the world, respected by the world, and very
few people break in. At this time, I saw the two Going straight up the mountain, they
were all shocked and angry.
call!

But seeing the appearance of the person who came, everyone in the Holy Sect was
stunned.
There was a man and a woman. The man was prudent and stylish, with an
extraordinary temperament. The woman’s face was delicate and her curves were
charming. Compared with Nalan Xinran, they were almost different.
Moreover, the woman was holding a fat white child in her arms.
Yes, it was Zhu Bajie and Gonggong who came.
“Haha…”
Being surrounded by the crowd, Zhu Bajie didn’t panic at all, but laughed at Lu Dongbin
and said, “Shenzhen Chunyang, I haven’t seen you for many years, so stay safe.” Back
then,
Zhu Bajie was under Hou Yi’s hands . When he was a general, he had dealt with Lu
Dongbin, and he could be regarded as an old acquaintance. As for Gonggong, he is no
stranger to Lu Dongbin.
Haha…
Seeing it was them, Lu Dongbin also smiled: “It turned out to be the two of you.”
After speaking, Lu Dongbin waved at the people around him: “Everyone, please step
back.”
“Yes, real people.”
Listen . At the command, everyone quickly stepped aside.
At this time, Lu Dongbin slowly came up to meet him, with a strange look in his eyes:
“Why are you two coming to the Holy Sect together? And this child…”
When asked, Lu Dongbin’s face was very complicated.
Being both famous for thousands of years, Lu Dongbin naturally knew that Zhu Bajie
and Gonggong had always been at odds, and as long as they met, there was bound to
be a fierce battle.
Now that the two sides are coexisting peacefully, it has to make people wonder.
This…

In the face of the inquiry, Zhu Bajie scratched his head and smiled embarrassedly:
“This… The real person doesn’t know anything, this is a long story…”
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After that, Zhu Bajie came up and told Lu Dongbin the matter in a low voice. He is a
person with good face. At this time, there are so many people from the Holy Sect
around, and it is too shameful to come out in large numbers.
Haha….
Knowing the situation, Lu Dongbin couldn’t help laughing: “It’s God’s will that the two of
you can get rid of the past and get married, congratulations, haha…”
Laughing, Lu Dongbin directed at the common people. The worker nodded.
Gong Gong smiled lightly: “Really well!”
Huh?
Just as he was talking, Zhu Bajie saw Nalan Xinran in the crowd, his eyes lit up, and he
walked over with a smile: “Oh, I didn’t expect Nalan beauty to be here too, it’s really
‘destined to meet each other’.. ….”
Zhu Bajie was lecherous, and even if he was strictly controlled by Gonggong during this
period, he still couldn’t change his temperament. At this moment, Zhu Bajie said, and
even looked up and down Nalan Xinran.
After a few days of not seeing him, Nalan Xin was even more charming.
“Cough cough…”
Just before he finished speaking, the Gong Gong behind him coughed a few times.
Hearing the sound of coughing, Zhu Bajie shuddered, quickly returned to Gonggong,
squeezed out a smile and explained, “Don’t misunderstand my wife, isn’t this meeting
an acquaintance, say hello…”
“Jiangshan is easy to change his nature. Move.” Gong Gong bit his lip tightly and
whispered, “Don’t think I don’t know what you’re thinking, I tell you, as long as I’m here
all day, you don’t want to draw her attention, otherwise, I want you to look good. The
last sentence fell, Gonggong pinched Zhu Bajie’s waist fiercely.
hiss!
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When the pain came, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help gasping for air, but with so many people
around, it was difficult to shout out, so he could only endure it.
Pfft…
Seeing this scene, Nalan couldn’t help laughing, pursed his lips and laughed. Smile like
a flower, indescribably charming.
Zhu Bajie was stunned again, but with Gong Gong by his side, he no longer dared to
approach Nalan.
“You two!”
At this moment, Lu Dongbin laughed, looked at Zhu Bajie and said, “The two of you
have come to my holy sect from thousands of miles away. It shouldn’t be as simple as
reminiscing about the old.” As
he spoke, Lu Dongbin couldn’t help but look at the common The child in the worker’s
arms.
As the first person in Xuanzong of Taoism, Lu Dongbin knew the child was
extraordinary at first glance, because he clearly felt that there was a strange power
fluctuation in the child’s body.
And this power is not only strong, but also good and evil.
well!
Zhu Bajie sighed and smiled bitterly: “The real person is right, we are really ‘going to the
Three Treasures Palace’, my child is good in everything, but his personality is too
violent…”
The following A few minutes later, Zhu Bajie explained in detail about the child’s spitting
fire and burning the pavilion.
What?
Hearing what happened, whether it was Lu Dongbin, or the surrounding Shengzong and
others, they were all secretly surprised, looking at the children one by one, their eyes
filled with incredible.
A baby who is only one month old can spit fire?
Simply unimaginable.

At this moment, Zhu Bajie looked at Lu Dongbin with a sincere face: “Zhenzhen, this
child has such a violent personality and has such a strange power in his body, in order
to prevent him from going astray in the future, I want him to worship Zhenren. “
When saying this, Zhu Bajie bowed deeply with a rare seriousness on his face.
call!
Hearing this, Lu Dongbin took a deep breath, pondered for a moment, and finally
nodded and said, “Don’t be in a hurry to apprentice for the time being, Pindao will first
see if this child has a relationship with the Taoist sect.”
After speaking, Lu Dongbin greeted Zhu Bajie and Gonggong. Enter the hall, and then
order someone to get a futon, indicating that the child should be placed on the futon.
“Ah…ah…”
At this moment, the child was sitting on the futon, looking around, as if he was very
resistant to this unfamiliar environment, and he kept making ah-ah resistance in his
mouth.
Lu Dongbin showed a smile, approached slowly, and said to the child warmly, “Be good,
baby, don’t cry…” Then he took out a jade bottle, dipped wicker with water, and gently
sprinkled it on the child.
This is a ceremony for the entry of Taoism, called purification.
The child seemed to be even more resistant to this ceremony. At that time, his face was
flushed, and he stared at Lu Dongbin, his eyes flickering fiercely.
Oops!
Seeing the child like this, Zhu Bajie and Gonggong both changed their expressions and
realized that something was wrong.
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Immediately, Gonggong’s body was shocked, and he couldn’t help but said to Lu
Dongbin: “Really be careful…”
At the same time, Zhu Bajie also reacted and was ready to rush up.
However it was too late.
“Ahhh…”

At this moment, the child screamed a few times, opened his mouth and sprayed a ball
of flame at Lu Dongbin. The purple flame contained an extremely scorching aura, and
instantly enveloped the entire hall.
Such a strong flame.
Feeling the scorching power of the flame, Sheng Zong and others present changed their
expressions and retreated subconsciously.
At the same time, Zhu Bajie also pulled Gonggong and took a few steps back. Although
he was the child’s parent, he had seen the power of flames before, and he was very
afraid.
call!
Lu Dongbin was the first to bear the brunt. Seeing the flames coming towards his face,
his expression was instantly solemn, but he was a master of the Taoist generation. In
times of crisis, he was not in a hurry. At that time, he raised his hands and deployed a
protective film in front of him.
I saw that this protective film faintly took on the shape of a gossip yin and yang fish. And
the white light of Yangyu is very eye-catching. It is one of Lu Dongbin’s unique skills, the
power of yang in the profound arts of Tai Chi.
Taiji Xuangong is well versed in the two powers of yin and yang, which are divided into
the power of yang and the power of yin. At this time, the protective film that Lu Dongbin
had condensed was mainly the power of Yang.
After all, fire also belongs to the power of extreme yang, and Lu Dongbin planned to
absorb the power of yang from the Taiji profound art, and also absorb the power to
counteract the fire in front of him.
Chi Chi…
However, what Lu Dongbin didn’t expect was that the fire spewed by the child was not
only terrifying, but also very special. The power of yang in the protective film could not
be absorbed by it at all. It was only in the blink of an eye that the protective film was
quickly incinerated…
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What a great flame.
At this moment, Lu Dongbin didn’t dare to be contemptuous any more, he immediately
got serious, and then he used the power of yin in the Tai Chi profound arts, and
redeployed a protective film.

The flames of the other party are too strange, but the two yangs repel each other and
cannot absorb each other, so they can only use yin to overcome yang.
call!
At this moment, the surrounding Saint Sect disciples, after retreating to a safe position,
all looked extremely relaxed.
In their hearts, Lu Dongbin is a master of Taoism, and he is a master of Taoism.
This…
However, the Gong Gong on the opposite side bit his lip tightly, and he couldn’t express
the worry in his heart.
Originally, he was here to ask the child to be a teacher, but the child was so ill-tempered
that he even threw fire at Lu Dongbin.
More importantly, if the fire hurt Lu Dongbin, it would be even more troublesome.
Anxious, Gonggong urged Zhu Bajie: “What are you still doing? Go up and help.”
“I…”
Zhu Bajie looked embarrassed, and his tone was extremely bitter: ” This flame is so
powerful, how can I help?” But as he said so, under the supervision of Gong Gong’s
eyes, Zhu Bajie still broke his head and slowly approached the child from behind.
As he approached, Zhu Bajie gently shouted: “Be good son, put away the fire, this…
This is your master, you can’t be so rude…”
However, the child seemed not to listen. When it came to his words, his attention was
locked on Lu Dongbin, and his mouth kept breathing fire.
Although the protective film deployed by Lu Dongbin temporarily blocked the fire, the
situation was not optimistic. The fire was attached to the protective film and burned
more and more vigorously. This forced Lu Dongbin to constantly mobilize his internal
force to continuously inject it into the protective film.
For a while, the two sides were deadlocked.
At this time, Nalan Xinran, who followed the crowd and retreated, carefully looked at the
child’s appearance, and suddenly felt an indescribable feeling in his heart.
This child… how come the more I look at it, the more familiar

it is… It’s like I’ve known each other for a long time.
It feels so weird.
Huhuhu…
At this time, in the center of the hall, in just a few minutes, endless fires swept in one
after another, and I saw that Lu Dongbin’s face was flushed, and his silver beard
seemed to be on fire.
Oops!
Seeing this, Zhu Bajie and Gonggong were anxious and couldn’t help but sweat for Lu
Dongbin.
The real person seems to be unstoppable.
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At the same time, the surrounding Saint Sect disciples all changed their faces at this
time.
This doll’s flame is so powerful? Unexpectedly, even the real person couldn’t stop it….
In anxiety, many disciples wanted to rush up to help, but they felt the scorching heat of
the fire, and they all had expressions of fear, and they did not dare to rush forward.
“Master, I’m here to help you!”
At this moment, a soft voice sounded, and then, Nalan Xinran’s face showed a
complicated expression as she slowly walked towards Lu Dongbin.
At this time, Nalan was happy, and he didn’t know what to think.
She only knew that the child in front of her seemed to have a special connection with
herself, and under this premise, the child would definitely not hurt her.
At this time, Nalan Xinran didn’t know yet that the strange power in the child’s body was
transformed by Gone’s remnant soul. Of course, it was both unfamiliar and familiar to
her.
Swish!
Seeing this scene, whether it was Zhu Bajie or the disciples of the Holy Sect present,
they were all shocked, and they all opened their mouths to discourage it.

“Don’t go over, it’s dangerous.”
“This flame is terrible, don’t be impulsive.”
“Beauty Nalan, step back, it’s too dangerous…”
Everyone’s dissuasion kept coming, and Nalan Xinran didn’t seem to listen. Arrived,
continue to walk towards Lu Dongbin and the child.
“Go back quickly…”
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At this moment, Lu Dongbin was also anxious. While urging the protective film to resist
the fire, he said to Nalan happily: “The power of the fire is very strong, you can’t bear it
at all.”
The disciple who had just accepted , can’t let her have an accident.
Nalan Xinran sighed lightly and smiled at Lu Dongbin: “Master, don’t worry, he shouldn’t
hurt me.” While speaking, Nalan Xinran went straight to the child.
Phew…
At this moment, everyone in the audience couldn’t help but sweat for Nalan. Just when
they all thought that Nalan Xinran would be burned to death, the next scene made
everyone completely dumbfounded.
I saw that the child was pleased to see Nalan and immediately stopped breathing fire.
“Giggle…”
Immediately afterwards, the child let out a silver bell-like laughter, and happily stretched
out his little hand towards Nalan, babbling and shouting something, as if he had met his
long-lost relatives…
Like Nalan Xinran, the child has an indescribable kindness towards her.
“Good boy!”
Nalan smiled tenderly and picked up the child with a gentle tone: “That’s right, how can
you be so bad-tempered at such a young age? It’s not allowed to be like this in the
future.”
Hearing this, the child was stunned . Looking at Nalan Xinran, he seemed to
understand, and grinned again.

This….
seeing this situation, everyone present was dumbfounded.
what’s the situation? When the child saw her, he suddenly became honest.
Gonggong, in particular, was full of unpleasant feelings in his heart, knowing that he had
never been so close to her since the child was born, but at this time, he was so close to
Nalan Xinran, who had never been masked.
It was as if Nalan Xinran was his mother.
Thinking to himself, Gong Gong stomped his feet and couldn’t help muttering: “Little
white-eyed wolf, turn your elbows out…”
Haha….
But Zhu Bajie was indescribably excited and excited, and said to Nalan with a smile: “I
really didn’t expect this little guy to be so attached to Nalan beauty, but you don’t know,
this boy has always been Dishonest and irritable, I didn’t expect that I would become
well-behaved in front of you.”
“Haha, it’s really fateful, or…. You should recognize the child as a godmother…”
Zhu Bajie bluntly said, what’s the matter? say what.
Swish!
At this moment, Gonggong was not happy, and walked over quickly and pinched Zhu
Bajie hard: “What nonsense are you talking about, what kind of godmother do you
recognize?”
Zhu Bajie sucked in a breath of cold air, rubbed his waist and said, “You Seeing the
child being so honest in front of her, this is fate…” Before
he could finish speaking, Gonggong interrupted coldly: “I think you want to have a
relationship with her. Shut up now.”
Alas!
In the face of Gonggong’s strength, Zhu Bajie was very helpless, sighed at that time,
and stopped talking.
At this time, Lu Dongbin adjusted his inner strength and walked slowly over, showing a
deep look at Nalan Xinran and the child, and then slowly said: “It seems that this child
has a relationship with Daomen, so Pindao will accept him as his apprentice. .”
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When he said this, Lu Dongbin’s expression was indifferent, but secretly he had
lingering fears.
Fortunately, Nalan was pleased to stabilize the child just now. Otherwise, if the
stalemate continues, I am afraid that the second protective film will also be burned.
To be honest, Lu Dongbin didn’t plan to accept an apprentice for this child with such a
special talent. You must know that the power in this child’s body is too difficult to control.
But seeing that the child is so close to Nalan gladly, perhaps this is God’s will.
Since it is God’s will, let it be.
Great!
Seeing that Lu Dongbin agreed to accept the apprentice, Zhu Bajie and Gonggong were
both indescribably excited, and nodded repeatedly at that time: “Then it will trouble the
real person.”
Hmm!
Lu Dongbin nodded, looked at Nalan Xinran and said, “He will be your junior brother
from now on, you should take care of him.”
“Yes, Master.” Nalan Xinran nodded in agreement without any hesitation.
This child has such a relationship with himself, and now he has become a junior and a
junior, he naturally needs to take good care of him.
“Okay!”
Lu Dongbin explained a few more words, and then pointed at Zhu Bajie: “After all, this is
a gated area, it is inconvenient to keep the two of them. You can leave. From now on,
you can visit once every six months.”
Zhu Bajie nodded: “I understand, I will trouble the real people a lot in the future.”
Gonggong was very uncomfortable, but she also knew that this was the rule of the Holy
Sect. Reluctant to leave.
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…..

On the other side, Tianxin Continent.
call!
At this time, Yue Feng took advantage of the melee of the Mingyuemen disciples, and
quietly rushed into the Sunflower Secret Realm. When he got inside, he was stunned
when he saw the scene in front of him.
I’m going, Xanadu.
I saw that there was a green grass in front of me, and a pond was not far away, and
there were many exotic flowers and plants blooming around the pond.
Not far away is a valley with peaks and peaks on both sides of the valley, surrounded by
white clouds, like a fairyland… And on the highest peak in the mountains, Yue Feng can
vaguely see a towering palace with red walls and golden tiles, which is fascinating. .
It seems that this group of palaces is the key to this secret realm.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng didn’t have time to think, and hurried towards the
palace on the top of the mountain delicately.
“Woooooo…”
As soon as he entered the woods at the foot of the mountain, Yue Feng heard the howls
of wolves in front of him. Then, a dozen wolves rushed towards him and surrounded
Yue Feng.
call!
In the face of this situation, Yue Feng did not panic at all, but carefully observed these
wolves, and saw that they were huge in size, and the hair on their bodies showed a very
unique swirl pattern. At first glance, they looked like whirlwinds. .
These wolves are the unique swift wolves in the Sunflower Mystery Realm. As the name
suggests, they are fast and swift as the wind.
“Ooooooooo…”
Just as Yue Feng was observing, a dozen swift wolves let out a howl and rushed up
directly.
“Ignorant beast, are you courting death?”
Yue Feng said lightly, without hesitation at the time, he directly urged his figure to meet
him.

Bang Bang Bang… In
a few breaths, a dozen swift wolves were easily killed by Yue Feng.
“Roar…”
After finishing these swift wolves, Yue Feng was about to move on when he heard
another wolf roar from the woods on the left, and this roar was stronger than the
previous roars of the swift wolves. Even more intimidating.
At this moment, Yue Feng subconsciously turned his head to look, and was immediately
stunned.
I saw a huge figure slowly walking out of the woods. It was also a swift wolf, but its size
was more than that of the previous ones. It was covered in golden hair, and its body
was filled with a powerful aura.
Yue Feng noticed that there was a special gold pendant hanging on the neck of this
swift wolf.
The wolf king?
Soon, Yue Feng calmed down and couldn’t help muttering secretly.
In fact, this fast wolf is not the wolf king, but a fast wolf leader. There are thousands of
fast wolf leaders in the entire sunflower secret realm. The meaning of their existence is
to guard the palace group on the summit.
This time, the Sunflower Competition planned by the Great Elder has killed more Swift
Wolf leaders than anyone else.
“Roar!”
At this moment, the leader of the fast wolf locked on Yue Feng and let out a roar. The
huge figure was like lightning, and a golden afterimage passed through the air and
rushed towards Yue Feng.
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Huhu…
When he was about to approach, the leader of Xunlang opened his bloody mouth and
spewed out a flame.
Yue Feng was caught off guard and was almost startled. It was a bit interesting, but he
didn’t expect this wolf to have a flame attack.

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng didn’t panic at all, moved his figure quickly, went
around to the back and slapped the leader of Xunlang on the back.
Kacha…
In this palm, Yue Feng only used two layers of divine power, but even so, the leader of
the fast wolf couldn’t bear it. He heard a crisp sound, the spine was directly smashed,
and the huge body was directly smashed. He collapsed to the ground, let out a
whimper, and finally took his last breath.
Yue Feng came up, took off the gold pendant on the neck of the leader of Xunlang, and
took a closer look.
“It’s nothing special.”
After a few glances, Yue Feng muttered, put away the gold pendant, and continued on
his way.
After walking for a few minutes, I saw two slim figures sitting on the grass in the woods
ahead, as if they were resting.
It was Li Suqiu and Lin Ping.
What a coincidence!
Seeing the two of them, Yue Feng showed a smile and walked over directly.
Hearing the footsteps, Li Suqiu and Lin Ping looked over at the same time, and they
were stunned when they saw it was Yue Feng.
He… how did he get in?
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“Hey!” Finally, Lin Ping took the lead in reacting, looking up and down at Yue Feng:
“Who let you in? Don’t you know this is the forbidden area of our Mingyuemen
?” Li Suqiu also frowned, secretly curious.
Uh…. Facing their gazes, Yue
Feng scratched his head and made a simple and honest look: “I just came out for a
walk, and I didn’t know why I came in by accident.”
Feng was also surprised and asked: “What? Is this a secret realm?”

By mistake?
Hearing this answer, Li Suqiu and Lin Ping looked at each other, obviously not
convinced.
The next second, Li Suqiu said softly, “Is there no one blocking you at the entrance to
the secret realm?” When the competition started, thousands of disciples gathered at the
entrance to the secret realm.
So many people, it is impossible not to see him.
“Oh. It’s like this…”
Seeing that they didn’t believe it, Yue Feng smiled and said naturally: “The disciples
outside had a fight, and the scene was chaotic. I was afraid that the innocent would be
harmed, so I didn’t break in. ….”
Fighting?
Hearing this, the master and the apprentice became even more puzzled.
But in the current situation, Li Suqiu didn’t want to ask any more questions, and
immediately said with a sigh of relief: “Since you’ve come in, you can follow us.
Remember, don’t run around. Do you know?”
The most important thing at the moment is to pass the competition quickly, Other things,
go out to talk about.
Li Suqiu was kind-hearted and naturally would not let Yue Feng wander around in such
a dangerous place alone.
“Thank you elder.” Yue Feng nodded.
“Master!”
Lin Ping was full of reluctance and couldn’t help but said, “How can we finish the
competition with him? If someone else finds out, let’s bring an outsider in, I’m afraid it
will be a hundred mouths. Can’t tell.”
While talking, Lin Ping gave Yue Feng a displeased look.
Originally, the competition was not smooth, and now he is a burden.
“Okay!”

Li Suqiu smiled lightly: “Before you meet someone, just let him hide. He has no strength
at all. If he doesn’t follow us, what if he encounters Xunlang?”
Seeing the master insisted, Lin Ping couldn’t say anything else, but she looked at Yue
Feng with disgust.
After resting for a while, Li Suqiu and his apprentice came to take Yue Feng to continue
on the road.
Along the way, Yue Feng also knew the rules of this competition, because there are
many Swift Wolf leaders in the secret realm, and each Swift Wolf leader has a gold
pendant on the neck, so the competition is based on these pendants.
Whoever gets the most gold pendants and leaves the secret realm safely will be the
new Mingyue Gate Sect Master.
Li Suqiu and Lin Ping were lucky, they had already got five before they met Yue Feng.
“Ow!”
After walking for a while, I saw several swift wolves on the grass in front of me, and one
of them was the leader of the swift wolves.
“Master…” Lin Ping was very excited when he saw the leader of Xunlang
: “It seems that we have a good luck today and we met another leader.” Li Suqiu
nodded and said to Yue Feng, “You hide first.
Don’t get hurt by mistake.”
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As soon as the words fell, Li Suqiu and Lin Ping pulled out their long swords and quickly
walked towards those swift wolves.
call!
Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief and stepped aside to watch.
This Li Suqiu is not weak, there is no problem in dealing with these swift wolves, and
there is no need for him to take action.
Bang bang bang…
Yue Feng’s judgment was right, Li Suqiu’s master and apprentice cooperated very well,
and in less than two minutes, several swift wolves were easily killed.

Finally, Lin Ping took off the pendant on the neck of the leader of Xunlang and handed it
to Li Suqiu, her face full of excitement: “Master, another one!”
Hmm!
Li Suqiu nodded, put away the gold pendant, and a smile appeared on his face.
Swish…
But at this moment, the sound of footsteps came from the front, and then, I saw two
men coming from the woods not far away.
Hearing someone, Li Suqiu’s pretty face changed, and she quickly said to Yue Feng:
“Hide.”
Yue Feng responded and hid in the grass next to him.
Just after hiding, two people came to the front.
The two men, the older ones in their 40s and 50s, had sullen expressions on their faces.
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The younger one, in his twenties, also had an arrogant look on his face.
It was the Great Elder and his disciple Chen Yan.
“oops!”
At this time, the first elder slowly took a step forward, glanced at the corpse of the
leader of the fast wolf on the ground, and said to Li Suqiu with a half-smile: “Elder Li,
you have a good luck, from the competition to now, you have gained a lot. .”
Li Suqiu said calmly, “It’s alright.” The
voice fell, and Lin Ping couldn’t help but shouted, “How much do we gain? Does it have
anything to do with you?” The elder has always been at odds with the master, and now
he takes the initiative to find him, Certainly nothing.
Seeing Lin Ping interrupting, the first elder frowned.
Chen Yan next to him immediately shouted angrily: “Presumptuous, you stinky girl, how
can you talk to my master? Are you qualified to speak?”
“I’m not qualified, are you qualified?” .

“You… court death!”
Chen Yan was furious, and was about to teach Lin Ping a lesson, but was stopped by
the elder.
The first elder teased: “How can you be so rude in front of Elder Li?”
Chen Yan responded and took a step back, but his eyes were staring at Lin Ping
fiercely. See.
“Elder!”
At this moment, Li Suqiu breathed a sigh of relief, and said lightly to the elder: “You
came here on purpose, if you have anything to say, just say it directly.” After working
together at Mingyuemen for so long, she knew the great master very well. The
temperament of an elder.
hey-hey!
The first elder smiled slightly and stepped directly into the topic: “Okay, since you said
so, I will open the skylight and say something bright, this competition, I am determined
to win, but you also know that there are many more in the entire Mingyuemen. People
don’t accept me.”
“So, I need your full support, don’t worry, as long as I become the sect master, you will
be the chief elder, how?”
When he finished speaking, the first elder looked at Li Suqiu with anticipation in his
eyes.
Swish!
Hearing this, Li Suqiu’s pretty face changed, and she said coldly: “Support you? Do you
think it’s possible?”
“Yes!”
Lin Ping couldn’t help but say, “The competition is not over yet, do you think it is
possible?” Can you really win by yourself? Also, in terms of character and qualifications,
my master is also qualified to be the head of the sect, why should I support you?”
Hearing the words of the master and the apprentice, the first elder sneered.
“Why?”

At this moment, Chen Yan took a step forward, his face full of sullenness: “Just based
on my master’s strength, he is the strongest among the nine elders, Li Suqiu, don’t be
ignorant of praise, tell me You, if you don’t agree today, you will die!”
Chen Yan looked around, with a bit of pride on his gloomy face: “In this secret realm,
even if you kill you, no one will know.
” You…” Lin Ping was furious, she never thought that the first elder would be so ruthless
and want to attack the master in the secret realm.
Li Suqiu also frowned, seemingly calm, but also a little anxious.
Pregnant… If you
really fight, you may not be the opponent of the Great Elder. It seems that the Great
Elder, the competition held this time is fake, and the eradication of dissidents is the real
thing.

